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This paper contains the conclusion of the systematic study of K~p 

inter-actions in the Lawrence Radiation Laboratory's 15~in. hydrogen bubble 

chamber. at 1.15 BeV /c. In particular, we report on the elastic and charge~ 

* exchange scattering, K N production, and ~71'. reactions. The procedure used 

in scanning, measuring, and computer analysis is described in detail. The 

similarity of total as well as differential cross sections for the three ~'IT 

charge states suggests predominant production from the T = 0 state for this 

channel. The angular distributions for the ~'IT reactions, :as well as the elastic 

and charge~exchange 'scattering, indicate that partial waves as high as F 5/2 

must be involved. The analysis of the K~ p1T
0 

reactions substantiates the 

* earlier preliminary result of !~spin 1/2 for the K resonance. The angular 

~ 0 ~ + 
distributions and correlations in the K p'TT' and K 'IT n reactions support the 

conclusion, 
-0 

derived from the previous study of our K prr events, that the 

K* spin is 0 or 1. A summary of cross sections for all the reactions studied 

in the experiment is given. 
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. I.. INTRODUCTION 
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During the fall of 1958, the Lawrence Radiation Laboratory's 15-

in, hydrogen bubble chamber was exposed to a separated beam of 1.15-BeV /c 

K mesons. A systematic study was undertaken of the interactions produced 

by the approximately 100,000 K- mesons that entered the bubbte chamber. 

~ -4 Partial results of this study are reported elsewhere. In this paper,· we 

•. present data for the following reactions: 

K- + p -.- KN 

- KN1r, 

- .L\1T 

. In Section II we summarize the K beam and discuss the scanning, 

measuring, and kinematical analysis of our bubble-chamber events. We also 

describe there briefly the PANG, KICK, and EXAMIN system used in this 

experiment. 

The method used in resolving the ambiguities between the different 

reactions is discussed in Section III. This section also describes the correc-

tions that had to be applied to the data to remove the experimental biases. 

Section IV summarizes the results of the experiment. In addition 

to a summary of the cross sections for the K- p reactions at 1.15 BeV/c, we 
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present the angular distributions for the :KN, ~1T, and i\.1r final states. The 

least.-squares fits to power series, iri. cos e for the KN arid ~1T reactions .are 

presented in a table form .. Finally, ·the· data on KN1r events is analyzed in 

* terms of K N production. 

II. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 

A. K Beam 

The K •. beam used inthis experiment has. been described in detail 

elsewhere; 5 thus yve will summarize only some of its morei important charac-

teristics. A schematic drawing of the beam is shown in Fig. 1. The beam 

was designed to accept negatively charged_particles from ~the, Bevatron in the 

momentu:rn interval from 1155 to 1185 MeV/c; the momentum of the accepted 
~ I 

particles was reduced by approximately 20 MeV/ c :because of ionization los·s in 

· the walls of the chamber. :Two stages:.of electr,ostatic separ·ation we:re used to 

separate the K mesons from the other particles in the beam. 

A preliminary analysis of the ratio of ir to K mesons was made by 

searching for incident tracks that interacted in the bubble chamber and which 

had a o ray with energy greater than 5.83 MeV. These tracks must be 1T 

mesons, since the maximum a-ray energythat a 1.15-BeV/c K- meson.can 

produce, is 5.83 MeV. The results were that the ratio of 1T to K- was either 

50± 18o/o or 8± 11% 5 depending on the adjustment of the spectrometers. The 

lower pion contamination could be obtained by a small reduction in the K--

meson flux. A more accurate estimate of these ratios will be given in Section 

I' 

III. r;> 

·.:. 

To determine the collimation of the K mesons in the beam, we 

analyzed our r-decay events. In approximately 93o/o of these events, the 
. . .. ~ : . 

• 
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direction of the incident K- meson was within ± 2.4 deg in azimuth and ± 2.4 

deg in dip of a certain fixed direction in space (approximately the average 

direction of our 'T mesons). Therefore, by requiring that the interacting 

track be within ± 2.4 deg in azimuth and dip of this direction, we were able 

to reduce the number of events due to 11' and K mesons that had scattered 

in the beam, 

- The average momentum and momentum spread of the K mesons 

was determined by studying our K IJ.2 decays in which the muon stopped, 

Because the direction and range of a particle can be measured very accurately 

in a bubble chamber, we can calculate the momentum of the incident K- meson 

with an error of only about 5 MeV I c. Furthermore, this method is independ-

ent of the magnetic field and thus provides a check on the value of the field 

used. We had 46 decays in which a muon stopped; three of these did not 

satisfy our angle criterion for beam tracks. The average momentum for the 

- remaining 43 decays was 1150± 3 MeV I c, and the spread was ± 20 MeV I c after 

unfolding experimental errors, 

'· 

B. Processing of Data 

Approximately 7 5, 000 bubble -chamber pictures were taken during 

the experiment. Each. picture was scanned twice for incident tracks that 
1 

interacted or decayed. The purposes ·of the second scan were to find events 

missed on the first scan and to estimate the number of events that were missed 

on both scans. Since it is. difficult to determine on the scanning table if 'the 1n-

cident track of an: e-vent would satisfy our angle criterion, we retained all 

interactions and decays in which the incident particle was within approximately 

± 5. 0 deg in azimuth and dip of the beam direction., · The r·emaining non beam 

. .events were eliminated after the events were measured.: Also, the events were 
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examined by the scanner to· determine whether they were within a specified 

fiducial volume, defined by using the fiducial ma·rks on .the top glass of the 

chamber as reference points. Ev~nts outsi<:le o~ this v.olume· are usually dif..., 

ficult to analyze and were therefore rejected. ; The $Canning efficiencies for 

the events within this volume will be discussed in Section III. 

Unfortunately, at this momentum the exact reaction cannot be 

identified merely by visual inspection of an event. Kinematical analysis is 

necessary for all possible physical interpretations before the correct one can 

.be determined. Thus, during the scanning no effort was made to identify the 

reaction. ·. Instead, each event was placed according to its topology into one of 

eight classifications_, called event types. Some of these event types are illus-

trated in Figs. 2 and 3. 

From the four stereo bubble-chamber pictures of an interaction, 

we selected;· for each track of an event, th.e two views that would give the 

most accurate spatial reconstruc:tion ·of the track .. A projection microscope, 

called Franckenstein, was used to obtain the film coordinates of several points 

. 6 
on each track in the two views selected. 

PANG, a program for the IBM 704, utilized these film coordinates 

to re_construct each of the tracks in space. 
7 

Using the event type of the inter-

action, PANG assigned masses to the particles that produced the tracks. The 

momentum and space angles, along with.their er.rors, were then calculated 

for each particle. , _ .· 

Another: program, KICK, 8 used.the data provided by PANG on a. 

given event to perform. a .least-squares fit to each of the possible interpretations 
' ' 

for this eyent .. It used the four ener gy-monientum conservation equations as the 

2 
constraints. For each hypothesis; KICK calculated the x , the fitted momenta 

and angles for the particles, .and the errors. on the fitt·ed data~- If the incident 

·~ 
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particle in a given hypothesis was a K meson, then KICK would average the 

momentum obtained from PANG with 1150.± 20 MeV /c before it performed the 

fit. This was· done because the error on the measured .. momentum of a 1- Be V / c 

particle is frequently quite large. A given interpretation was rejected if its 

2 x value corresponded to a probability of less than 1%. 

A progt·atn named EXAMIN performed calculations on the fitted data 

from KICK. Since the calculations performed by EXAMIN depend upon the 

event type, we will discuss them in the section on data analysis. 

C. The K Pathlength 

The pathlength for the K mesons whi:chsatisfied our beam criteria 

was calculated from the number of observed K decays. A correction was 

applied to allow for small-angle decays and because scanning efficiency was 

less than 100% . The total path length in the entire film sample was such 

that one o bser;yed event corresponded to 12 .• 2 IJ.b. In the restricted film sample 

for which the ratio .of. rr to K- was 8± ll o/o~. one event corresponded to 30.3 IJ.b. 

Errors associated with the above two cross sections are not given because 

they are insignificant compared to the errors associated with the number of 

interactions. 

III. ANALYSIS OF DATA 

A. - ± + 
K + p-+ ~ + rr 

Events produced by the reactions K-+ p-+ ~± + rr + are indistinguish

able topologically from ~±+ 1r+ + n1r
0
(n = 1, 2) events. Fortunately, the kine-

matics for these ?eactions are sufficiently diffel"ent so that the unambiguous 

isolation of the two-body events is relatively straightforward. Of the 171 

events that fit the ~7T hypothesis, only 19 also gave a satisfactory fit to a ~27T 
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interpretation. 
2 . . 

Furthermore, the' 'X ·.distribution· for these 19 events when 

fitted to the ~1T hypothesis agree's with-the expected distribution, whereas 

the x2 distributio~ when the 1·9 events' are iitted to ~21T interpretations is 

much broader than the expected distribution. ' This and the improbability that 

an actual ~271' event would fit a ~1T interpretation ·lead us to believe that al-

most all of these 19 events are ~1T events; we consider them as such in the 

following analysis. 

For the charged ~ events we first fitted the ~-decay vertex by using 

the PANG data on the Z track and on its charged decay product. Subsequently, 

the fitted variables of the z track were transformed from the decay to the. 

production vertex. The event was then fitted to the ~1T and ~2rr hypotheses. 

Unfortunately, -in most of the events the~- track was so short that its momem-

tum from·curvature was unreliable. Fo-r these events we were only able to 

calculate the momentum of the Z. This calculation frequently resulted in a 

two -folcl ambiguity, ·corresponding to forward or backward ceriter -of-momen

tum (c. m. ) decay (fourfold for ~ + events because of the additional protonic 

decay mode). Thus, for these events several production fits had to be per-

formed; one for each ~ momentum.· Fortunately, the production kinematics 

are sufficiently constrained so that the ambiguity in the ~ momentum is always 

resolvable. 

In obtaining the angular distributions for the ~1T reactions, we have 

to consider the following biases: 

1. 
±- + .... 

The scanning efficiency for ~ _:rr events depends upon the angle 

that the ~ makes with its charged decay product. This is especially serious 

fo:r; forward-produced hyperons which de'c~y ·via the prot~nic mode, since the 

decay angle in 'the labo~atory (lab) system is- always less than 9. 5 deg for these 

events. Furthermore, in a protonic decay, one generaliydoes not see a sudden 

.. 
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chc:mge in ionization, as. in a low,:- energy ~±-+ n +'IT± decay. 

2. Events with short E tracks tend to be misclassified as two-

prong reactions more often than do events with longer ~ tracks. _ This is a 

. bias against -~ hyp~rons which are produced in .the backwar~ direction. . This 

would be a serious_ bias if hot corrected, since the probability that a back-

ward-;p:roduced ~would decay in the first millimeter is about 30% 

3. At this energy the escape probability becomes significant, 

~ince a ~orward-produced ~ hyperon would have a mean path length of about 

6.cm, a relatively large distance in a.l5-in. bubble cham~er.. To obtain a 

. bias -free distribution we imposed the following requirements on all events: 

1. :rhe projected d~cay angle between the 1:: and its decay prod,uct must 

be more than l 0 deg in at least one of the four views. 

2. .The -~ track r:nust be .at least 4 rom long in space. 

3. The ~ must be produced and decay inside a specified fiducial volume . 
• < 

The scanning efficiency for the events that satisfied these three require-

ments .is S:uch that itcis.~uiilikely:thaf_any<·ev:en,ts::::wet:e mi!s~;;:ed in ·both :Scans. 

All of the ~'IT events were processed through ou:r EXAMIN program, 

which chec~ed to see that each of these conditions was satisfied. (t}:J.e events 

that did not satisfy these require:tnents were rejected). The program also com-

puted the probability that a ~ emitted at the observed angle () with the observed 

momentum P woul~ meet these three requirements. This probability is given 

by 

where P 
3 

is the probability of decay within the fiducial volume, P 
2 

is the pro

bability of decay in the first 4 rom, ~ndP 1 is the probability that the projected 

decay angle will be greater than 10 deg in at least one ofthe four views~ Each 

event was then weighted by 1/P det . 
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This method of treating the bias'·es is riot satisfactory if physical 

states with a very fow probability of' detection 'ar·e· present. ·unfortunately, 

the _£orward-'prodU:ced :l::' hyperons that decay via the protoni~ :rriodE! ordinarily 

have a projected decay angle 'smaller than 10 de~;· ·Therefo,re, the probability " 

-- . + . .. 
that these :l:: events meet the first cr'iterioli i~ almost zero. For this reason, 

only the events ;iri which the :l::+ decayed via the pionic m'ode were used for the 

forward part of the angular -distri butiori 'histogram'; the weight for each of 

these events was· multiplied by 2 to take into account the protonic decays (t.he 

rates of the two 'decay mo'des are experirnetitally known to be equal). After 

removal of the forward-produced :l::+ hyperons that decay via the protonic mode, 

our method of correcting the biases 'bec-omes quite satiSfactory (the weights for 

the events range from about 1.2 to 2.5)'. 

. + - - + 
The angular-distribution histograms for the :l:: rr and ~ rr reactions 

are shown in Fig; 4. The ordinate rep't·ese~ts the sum of the weights for each 

interval. 

· · To obtal:n'the polarizations of the charged~ hyperons, we used all 

± '+ . . . .. 
of the :l:: rr · events that were found. The above-mentioned scanning biases do 

not affect the calculation of the polarizations,· since the' "up" and" down" events 

are effected equally b~ these· biases. ·Table I shows the polarization results 

for the :l::± rr + reactions. 

We use the fo'flowin·g sign conventioil. The d.~cla:y distribution of a 

spin-1/2 particle in its own rest frame is given by 

1(8) = 

·Here cos e is defined' as 

cose = 

1 +a p cose 
2 

. ; .t. { .\· '· 

. -+ 
p . 

N 
·'; 
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-+ -+ -+ 
where PK' PY' PN are momenta of the incident K-, .the -~hyperon; and 

the decay nucleon, . respectively, in either the laboratory or .K-:p c. rn~ . system, 

and pN is the magnitude of the momentum of the nucle.on inthe hyperon rest 

frame . 

B. v 0 
Zero-Prong Events 

We discuss next the single~ V events found in our film. . Topologi-

cally, they consist of a disappearance of a beam track (0 prong) associated 

with a V (Fig. _3,)._. They can.be due to the following reactions: 

one 

K t p ... Ko t n (1) 

0 0 
(2) -+K tnt 'IT 

·.·· 

0 .. 
2'1T 0 

·(3) 
;,·. 

-+K. +n+ 

A+ 'IT 
0 

(4) -+ ., '; 

~0 0 (5) -+ +'IT ···' 

0 } 
(6) -+ A+ a'IT 

)• .. . . . . 

0' 0 
a ~2 

-+ ~ + a'IT .•. : (7) 

The events c.an be separated relatively easily into one of two groups: 

in which they is a K
0 

decay or one in which the Vis a A decay. Decay 

. and pr'?duction kinematics, along with the ionization of the positive track were 

used to obtain this separation. 

ro correct for the bias due to the V' s escaping from the chamber 

before decaying, as well as the immediate decay of the V (the latter y.rould. 

result in misclassification of the event as two-prong), we require that all ac-
1 •• ' • • '.' • - • - ' ; 

cepted V' s decay inside the specified fiducial ,volurne and that t:hey .travel at 
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least 4 mm before' decaying. Th:ert,. just as for ,-charged; --~v s; all events. 

satisfying the·se two criteria are weighted by· the inverse of tlieir probability 

of detection. The scanning efficiency for ·the events that ~eet the above two 

criteria is approximately 100%. 

The procedure followed in classifying the K
0 

events was as follows. 

-::-::u . . . . f . f 2 h' An event was given a K n interpreta-tion 1 1t gave· a satis actory x tot 1s 

hypothesis (The K
0
n :and 1\:rr

0 
hypotheses are the only ones constrained enough 

so that a kirl:ematical fit can be made). It was classified as- a K
0

n rr
0 

event if 

the invariant mass of the missing neutrals' exceeded the mass of the neutron 

and a rr
0

. The momentum of the K
0 

obtained by fitting its decay is known to 

such a high precision that there was no overlap due to measurement errors 

between the above two reactions. We have assumed that there were no 

000 -0-0-0-+ 
K nrr 1T events, since no K prr 1T or K nrr rr events were found. 

,. 0 
After correcting for the neutral decay of the K and its escape 

. =-a 
probability, we find that these 133 events correspond to 432 K n and 106 

K
0 ~ 1T 

0 
events. The angular distribution ~-f the. K 0 n events (including the cor

rection due to escape probability) is s~hown iri Fig. 5. 

In the group of events involving the decay of a A (about 200 events), 

it is much more difficult to separate the individual reactions. First, a larger 

number of reactions ;~an produce a A zero-prong" event 'than c·~n produce a K
0 

event. Secondly, the kinetic ~nergy of the Ain the K-p c. m. system does not 

determine uniquely the reaction responsible. -Th:i.~dly; in general, the momen

tum of the A is. not· known as accurately as is the ~om~~t{un of the K
0 

after they 

are fitted to tlieii· decay.·· 
':;-

Some 'nre,~·s;ure of these diffic~ihes is iii~strated in Fig.· 6, ~hi~h 

shows the kinetic -en~rgy spe'ctru~ cif the- A (including the correction due· to 

,. 

I~• 
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escape probability) in the K- p c. m. system for the A zero-prongevents. 

The ,Lorentz transformation w~s performed using the nominal beam momen-

tum; the spread in- the beam mome.-ntum corresponds to a spread on the average 

of±3MeVin TA . 
0 0 0 

The dashed curves show the spectra of Arr , ~ rr , and 

many-body events normalized to t~e observed cross sections; the, procedure 

used in obtaining these cross sections will be discussed next. , :I 

. 0 0 0 
We know that the Nrr spectrum is a line and the ~ rr spectrum 

must be flat between its two limits. To obtain the A spectrum for the many-

body events, we ass.ume that the A spectrum for the many-body events is the 

same as the A spectrum for• the A two-prong event~. This assumption may 

b.e inc;:orrect, because different isotopic spin combinations would be involved 

.. in_ the two classes of reactions.. However, since there se~ms .to be no evidence 

in favor of a sizable -rr-rr interaction in the A two-prong events (this is the ef-

feet that would alter most drastical~y the two spectra),_ it seems plausible to 

assume a priori that the Aspectrum for thr.ee- and four-body A zero-prong 

events is similar to the A spectrum in the A two-prong events. 

'ro determine the total and differential cross sections for the ~0 rr0 

event$, we used the A hyperons that were well outside of the Arr
0 

peak. Thus 

we limited ourselves to the events in which the A had a kinetic energy between 

78.2 and 122.7 MeV (this represents the lower two-thirds of the ~0rr 0 spectrum) . 

. In imposing this restriCtion, we are rejecting events in which the cosine of the 

d ec:ay angle ()~A of the ~O in its rest system is greater than 0. 33. This _ 

restriction .in no way biases our sample, .bec.ause the ~O decay is completely 

isotropic and is .uncorrelated with the production proce.ss. 

We. (lSsume that the sample. ofevents sele.cted in this manner con

tains only ~0 rr 0 along with three- and four-body events. The probability that 

an actual A rr
0 

event would yield a T A less than 122.7 MeV is very small; we 
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estimate that no more than one of two A1r
0 

events are included in· tl:iis sample. 

By summing the weights:,of the Azero-prongevents with TA_ < 78.2 

MeV and assuming that the A spectrum for the man·y-body events'is the same 

as for the A two-prong events; we can ca]culat~ the tbi"al number of A many- w 

body events and also the number ,of A many.:. body events· in the region where 

T A is from 78.2 to 122.7 MeV. Using this information on the A many- body 

events, we were able to estimate the total humber of ~0 1r 0 events. 

The angular distri b.itiori of the secondary A for events with T A from 

78.2 to 122.7 MeVis shown in Fig. 7. We estimate that 2/3 of these A hyperons 

0 0 . 0 0 
are produced in the reaction K-+ p-+ ~ + 1r with~ decaying into A + -y. For-

O . 
tunately; at this energy the angular dis''tribution of these· A hyperons reproduces 

·almost completely the angular distribution of the ~O hyperons; the difference is 

certainly insignificant in comparison to the statistical uncertainties involved in 

the angular distribution. The angular distribution of the. events with TA < 78.2 

MeV is shown in· Fig. 8. It is reasonable to assume that the angula,r distribution 

for the three- and four- body reactions does not change drastically with the in

creasing energy of the hyperon; thus. the histogram in F)g. 8 might be a reasonably 

good estimate of the many:.. body contamination in Fig. 7. No subtraction of back-

ground was attempted because of the many uncertainties involved .. · 

2 Figure 9 shows the angular: distribution of all events with x < 2.0 for 

h " 0 0 0 t e H1T 1nterpretat1on. This histogram is probably biased in favor of forward 

A hyperons (and thus should not be taken too litera1ly), since the secondary A 

from a forward ~O .hyperon will. in general, have a larger error on its kinetic 

energy than a slow :A (from a backward ~0 )> Thus events with forward ~O are 

more likely to give a low x 2 
for the' A1T

0 
interpretation than are backward ~0 

I 

events. 
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The polarization for the three classes of events.( A-rr
0

, ~0 7i" 0 , and 

three~. and four.:.pody events) was caJculated using all the events. fo'lln~. As 

previously mentioned, our scanning biases w:o~ld not tend to favor either the 

":u:p~' or "down" _events .. In _Table I, ,t,he polarization results a_re .given fa,r 

these reactions. The same sign ~onvention is used as for the ~±'IT+ reactions, 

. except that now. py refe'l'_S.-alw~y~ to~the inomeri.t:um b£ the A •. 

. C. Two·Prong Events 

. The analysis of two -prong event is complicated _because of the 

relatively large number of reactions that can produce this copfiguration. 

At '-our .rnomertt:urn·::;L'pf . t 15. BeV / c, the following reaction~ can appear as 

two ;..prong events (Fig. 3) in a hydrogen bubble chamber: 

- .l 

I 

0 
-+ K +·p+ -rr 

- 0 -+-rr +p+K 

'-+. K + +'IT +-n 

. '-+ 'IT- + 'IT++ (~~ 
- + (A~ 0 -+ 'IT + 'IT ' + ~-~ . + 'IT 

'IT + p -+ 'IT- + p 

-+ -'·1T + p + -rrO 

- -+ 
.'-+ ir +-rr-+n 

-+ N + 3-rr. · 

(8) 

(9) 

(10) 

(11) 

(12) 

(13) 

(14) 

(15) 

(16) 

(17) 

. (18) 

Unfortunately, at this momentum, if an .event fits a _given ~- hypo

thesis, it will usually fit also the corresponding tr- hypothesis. That is, a 

K + p-+ K 
.. 0 <<· 2 

+ p + 'IT reaction will ordinarily give a satisfacto.ry x value for 
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h . 0 h h .'. t e 7T + p -+- iT + p + 7T • ypot e s·1s. MoreOve·r; the atribiguity cannot be re-

solved :by inspecting the ionizatiOn .6£the 'outgoing partiCles, since the monien-
' ' 

tum of the negative i track is{ usually ihi the region whe~e' both 7T and K ~re 

minimum-iohizirig:. To r~duc'e this difficulty, we ded.ded to analyze' the two- • 

prorig events orily in the film sample in which the ratid of intide'rtt 7T to K · 

particles was 0.08± 0. 11. This film sample, representing approximately 40o/o 

of our data, contained about 900 two-prong events. 

We fitted each of these events to interpretations (8) through ( 12) and 

(IS) through (17). The remaining reactions had two missing neutral tracks, 

and therefore could not be fitted. Since the fits to the elastic hypotheses (8) 

' - ; 

and ( 15) normally have four constraining equations, it is highly improbable 
' 

that an inelastic event would fit an elastic interpretation. First, the two out-

going tracks would have to be coplaner with the incident track. This is very 

unlikely, because coplanarity can be accurately checked; since the directions 

of the particles can be measured very precisely in a bubble chamber (typical 

azi.muth and dip errors are ± 0. 2 deg). ln addition to this, the event would 

r 

have to satisfy the other three constraining equations. Accordingly, the events 

were divided into two groups, elastic, and inelastic, depending on whether they 

" did or did not fit an elastic interpretation. Using this method to classify our 

reactions, we found approximately 600 elastic and 300 inelastic events. 
! 

For 29 of the 300 events that were c~assified as inelastic events, 

the momentum of one of the outgoing tracks was -unmeasurable. These are 

primarily short tracks from events that occu;rred near one of the edges of the 

bubble -chamber picture. . Since these 29 events could not be fitted and were 
... ··r :· ~,:· ' .:.• 

not biasedwith respect to the reaction that produced .them, they were treated 
·,. __ 

as unmeasurable inelastic events. In addition, we had 12 events that were 
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unmeasurable becau.se of poor film. quality or difficulties with the bubble 

chamber, All of the. cross. sections for t}).e two-prong .events have been cor

r~cte.d to account for these two groups of unmeasurable events. 

1. Elastic Events _ ' 

The scanning efficiency for the elastic events depends upon th~ 

scattering angle and the o:rientation of the plane of the event. For scattering 

. angles larger than 5 deg (lab), our detection efficiency is nearly lOOo/o regard

less of the orientation of the scattering plane. Below 5 deg the detection ef

ficiency has strong dependence on both the scatte'ring angle and the plane of 

the event. Therefore we applied a cutoff angle and analyzed only the· events 

with a scattering angle in the lab. system greater than 10 de g. This corre

sponds to a recoil proton with a 2. 5--cm range and to a cose of 0. 95 in the 

c. m. system. 

· - The elimination of the events with cos e->o~ 95-Ieft -us with SIT events 

which fitted the Kp elas.Hc hypothesis and 44 events which fitted only the 'll'p 

interpretation. Most of these 511 events also fitted the 1l'- interpretation. Thus, 

to determine the number of Kp events we had to estimate the number of 'll'p 

events that fitted the Kp interpretation. 

To obtai'n an estimate of'the total number of 'rr- elastic.: events, we 

examined the elastic scatters that had a cose less than -0.3, where e is the 

angle, in the Kp (or 'rrp) c. m. system, between the incident and final directions 

of the negative particle. lri this cosine interval,. the kinematics of the two re

actions are sufficiently distinct so that none bf these events Iitted both 1l' and 

K elastic interpretations~· Nine of the 7 5 events with cos·$ < -0.3 fitted the 

'll'p hypothesis. 

Using the fitted data on the elastic two-prong events, we fpund that 

the lower limit for the momentum spectrum of the rr contamination was 
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approximately 700; MeV/ c. The upper limit was about '115·0 MeV /c, since our 

beam would not acc'epf a pa'rticle'with a ffiiorrientum larger than"this. For..: 

tunately, the angular distribution for 1rp elastic scatteriri.g has beeri'measured 

at 680, 9 730, 9 740,
10 

785,
10 

850,9 880,9 939,
11 

1000,
12 

1030 1
9 1045,

11 
and 1150 

MeV/c. ?. Using the~e angular distributions, • 'fie estimatedthe value of R, the 

ratio of the number of events with cose < -0.3 tq.the n1+rr1ber wit4 cose < 0.95, 

for· each of the nine momenta at which the 1rp two -prong events occur red .. 

This ratio varies quite slowly inthis momentum interva~ (from 0.15 to 0.30). 

Using these ratios, yve estimated that there were 38± 14 1rp elastic events with 
. ·- ·'/' 

cos e .. < 0.95. 

Of the two-prong elastic. events, 44 fitted only the 1rp interpretation. 

However some of these 44 are K,p elastic reactions which failed to fit the. Kp 

elastic hypothesis because they were produced by a low-momentum incident K 

meson. (As mentioned earlier, the measured momentum of the incident particle 

was averaged with 1150± 20 Mev/ c for the K- but not the 1r- interpretation). 

From the study of our T dec~y~i we estimi~ted that .in about 2. 5o/oof the beam 
/_:_ ___ --.... 

tracks the momentum of the K meson would be low enough that the event 
;. . - . ' . 

- \ 
would not fit a K p elastic interpretation when the incident track is beam-

averaged. Thus approximately 11± 5 of these .44 event15 are actually low-energy 

K-p elastic scatters. 

Table II summarizes the breakdown of the elastic events. Since we 
J 

. estimate that only ,5.± 15 of the eve!lts that fitted the ~- p hypothesis are actually 
t...OS i3 <::' • '7 

1r p scatters, the 1r. cpntamination. iz:,t~is -~-~ele is_ neglected in the discussion 

which follows. Figure lO.shows the angular distribution.Jorthe events which it 

fitted the K-p elastic-scattering interpretation. 
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2 .. Inelastic Two-Prong Events 

Analysis of the inelastic events is more difficult than analysis of 

the elastic reactions, since more interpretations are possible, and the fits 

to these interpretations have only one independent constraining equation. 

Since an .inelastic event has only one ::constraint, it will usually fit morethan 

one interpretation. However, more information can be obtained about an 

event by looking at the ionization of the outgoing tracks. If the momentum of 

the positive track is less, than 800 MeV/ c, we can ordinarily distinguish a + 
'IT 

meson from a.proton by the ionization of the track. For a negative track with 

momentum up to approximately 400 MeV/c, we can usually distinguish a 1r-

from~ K- meson .. Unfortunately, even after inclusion of the information 

obtained from the ionization of the outgoing tracks, we still cannot decide. 

upon an unambiguous interpretation for most of the inelasFc events. The ad-

clition of the ionization data, however, does enable us to separate the inelastic 

two-prong events into two.groups, group P and group 1r +, depending on whether 

the positive track is a proton (group P). or a 'IT+ meson (group 1/). 

To. obtainthe cross section for a given reaction, we must be able to 

estimate the number of events due to the other reactions in the same group. 

Accordingly, the following method was used to determine the cross sections 

- 0 - + for the final states K p 1r and K n1r : 

1. We removed from group P the events which do not give a satis-

factory fit to either hypothesis (9) or (16). + From group 1r ·. we r·emoved the 

events for which neither hypothesis (11) nor (17) yield a satisfactory fit. 

2. In addition to producing inelastic two -prong ev:ents, reac.tions 

0 0 
(10), (12), and (13) also produce V two-prong events. These V two-prong 

events are much less difficult to analyze than the inelastic two -prong events, 

and they have been studied in det;:iil. 
2

• 3 The data on these v 0 
two-prong events 
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were used to determine the number of events rerilainil').g in group P due 'to 

reactio·n (10) and the number remaining in group ,/ due to reactions (12) and 

( 13 ). . \ 

3. -The number of 'IT 7 p elastic scatters were used to estimate the 

number of events in group P due to reaction ( 16) and the number in group ,/ 

due to reaction ( 17). 

4. Finally, we esti~ated the number df events in the two groups 

due to reactions other than (9) through (13) and {15) through (17). 

0 
Step 2 was performed by taking our V two-prong events, disregard-

ing the data on the v 0
' and fitting the event to all the two -prong interpretations 

' 0 
[reactions {8) tlu~ugh (13) and {15) through {17)]. For each V two-prong 

event that gives a satisfactory fit to one of the reactions (9), ( 10), ( 16), or ( 17) 

there will be C{l-p)jp two -prong events in the iT+ or P group due to reactions 

( ll) through '( l3 ). Here p is the probability that -a given event would be 

0 
detected, which takes account both of the neutral decay mode of the V 1 s and 

of the escape probability; C is the ratio of the number of K decays in the 

reduced film sample (rr conta'mination = 0.08± O.ll o/o) to the total number of 

K decays, i.e. C corrects for the fact that these v 0 
two-prong events were 

taken from the whole film sample, 'whereas the- two-prong events were not. 

By this method, we concluded that 47± 7 of the events in group P were due 
1 

to reaction {ll) and 54±8 in group rr+ were due to reactions (12) and {13). 

To estimate the number of rr-+ 'p--+ rr- + p + rr 0 
events in group P, 

and of rr-+ p-+ rr- + rr + + n· in group ·rr + (step 3), we used the number of. rr p 

' . 

elastic scatters obtained in the analysis of the two-prong elastic events. The • 

cross sections for 0 
iT + p --+ rr + p + rr and rr , + p -+ rr 

+ + rr + n events have 
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been measured at. only t~wo points in the momentum spectrum of our incident 
! 

rr mesons. Cross sections for rr elastic scattering and for the above two 

reactions have been measured by Baggett
12 

at 0.939 BeV/c and by Delano and 

Schmidt 13 .at 1.0 BeV/c. The following ratios were calculated from their 

results: 

- - 0 0.30±0.04 at 0.939 Bev/c ( rr p -+ rr prr ) = 
vl = 

(rr- -p) 0.24± 0.06 at 1.0 Bev/c p-rr ·-

(rr - - + n) 0.76±0,06 at 0.939 Bev/c p-+ 1T Tr = v = 2 (rr - -p) 0.47±0.11 1.0 Bev/c p-+ 1T = at . 

Multiplyingthe value of v
1 

and v
2

, measured at 0.939 BeV/c, by the total 

number pf elastic rrp events, we obtained 11± 5 and 22± 9 as the number of 

- 0 - + rr prr and rr rr n events, respectively;· Using instead Y 
1 

and V 
2 

measured 

- 0 - + at 1.0 BeV/c, we obtained 14± 5 rr prr and 35± 12 rr rr n events.· .Since the two 

estimates for the reactions are approximately within each others errors, we 

calculated the average of them and used these averages ( 12± 5 and 2 7± 8) for 

the number of events in groups p and 1T + due to the reactions Tr- p -+ Tr- prr
0 

and 

rr p-+ rr -rr + n. Since :most of our ~p events are in the momentum interval from 

850 to 1050 MeV/ c, these averages should represent a reasonably accurate 

estimate for the number of rr inelastic events. 

Finally (step 4), we had to consider whether there was any signifi-

cant contamination in groups + P and rr due to special configurations of other 

reactions. Possible candidates are: 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

L:± rr+ (rr0 ) 

L:±rr+ (ir0 ) 

L:± rr + (rr0 ) 

with a short L:± 

with the L:± decaying outside the chamber 

with a small angle L: decay 
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(d) 
' ' 0' ' 
A + n'ir (for h ~-1} w:lt:h ~a. very short A 

(e) L:o+ 0 
(for ·:,:;::. l )·.·; ·wtth a very short A nlT n 

(£) K
0

n'(lT
0

). with a very short Ko 

These six categories represent special cases of reactions that we 

have analyzed previously (reference 4 and section IIA, B). Using approx-

. imately the same method as in step 2, we estimated the number of two-prong 

events in groups P and lT +.due ·to reactions (a) through (f). 

The number of reac:tions of type (14) is probably negligible, since 

in the entire film sample we have only one example of the reac.tion 

K p-+ K .+ p lT lT 

and no examples, among our v 0 two-prong events, of the reaction 

+ lT or K 

·.-.- .. ·, 

::-::n + p-+K nTI lT 
3 

Table III contains a summary of the inelastic two-prong data. In 

+ group lT , 76 . f 2 h K- + . . . ·events gave a satls p.ctory X to t e lT n · 1nterpretat10n .. 

From the .above analysis we estimate that 65± 15 of these are actual examples 

of the K- lT + n reaction .. Similarly, of the 47 events in group P that fitted 

- ·a · · - o 
the K plT hypothesis, 3~± 13 are estimated to be genuine K plT events. 

Thus these 76 and 47 events form a reasonably pure sample for the 

0 
and K plT reactions, respectively. 

- + KTin 

~ 
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IV. RESULTS 

A. L:rr and 1\..rr Events 

. :!:: + 
The angular distributions for the reactions K-+ p -+ ~ + rr · are 

shown in Fig. 4~ We fitted these distributions, using the method of least 

squares, to a power series in cose . . Goodwin has described the method and 

the IBM 650 program that were used to perform the fits. 
14 

Table IV shows 

. . 0 0 
the results o.f these least-squares fits, We did not attempt to fit the L: rr 

angular distribution, .shown in Fig. 7; because of the large errors that are 

inherent in this distribution. 

' Because of limited statistics on these reactions, one cannot estimate 

which partial waves participate. However, one can combine the data on the 

L:+ rr- and L:- rr + reactions to obtain higher statistical sign~ficance. This amounts 

to looking only at the intensities in the T = 0 and T = 1 states and neglecting 

the possible cross terms which are present in the individual charge states . 

A fit to a power series in cose sho~w::; that the. cos 5e term is both necessary 

and sufficient to adeguately represent the qata (Fig. 4c and Table IV). This 

implies that at least a mixture of D and F waves in the j = 5/2 state is present 

either in T = 0. or T = l amplitude. 

The ;Cros,s sect ions for the three 2: rr reactions are given in Table V. 

These cross sections are equal within statistical errors. The equality of the 

three L:rr cross sections and the similarity of their angular distributions 

(Figs. 4 and 7) suggest tliat the L:.rr events are produced mainly in the T = 0 

channel. However, because of the large errors on the L: 0 rr 0 section and an-

·gular distribution, a T = 1 amplitude equal to about 80 o/oof the T = 0 amplitude 

cannot be excluded (see also the data on polarization, below). A T = 1 am-

plitude of this magnitude would require that the two I - spin amplitudes be 

orthogonal .for the 2:+ rr- and 2:- rr+ cross sections to be equal. Furthermore, 
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the similarity of the charged and neutr~l ~'I( ci.ngular distributions would have 

to be a co"incidence" It thus, seems lik~ly: t}lat the ~'IT production at this energy 

is dominated by ~he T = 0 amplitude .. 

+ - + Inour. analys~s of the ~ 'IT reactions, we. found that the ~ hyperons 

from this, reaction are very stro:p.gly polarized. + -For the ~- 'IT events that 

decayed via the .protonic mode, uP was found to be -1.02± 0.23. ·In calculating 

this value, .we imposed no. cutoff on the prqduction angle. Thus the polarization 

of the ~+.must persist up to very small production angles. 

If the three ~'IT reactions are produced mainly thrqugh the 'r = 0 chan-

nel. 
a -

then th~. ~ and~ hyperons should also be very highly polarized. Un-

fortunately, the ~ polarization cannot be determined, since u for the ~ decay 

is very small. The ~O polarization, however, can be studied by looking at the 

up-down asymmetry of the A produce.d in the ~O decay .. 

Unfortuna'tely, the-re are sever a( difficulties in de.fe;mining the 

polarization. Firstly, the chain of decays ~O-+ A+ y, A-+ p + 'IT washes out 

the polarization by a factor of three (it also changes the sign of the polarization). 

. 0 0 
Secondly, we do not have a pure sample of ~ 'IT events. Appriximately 30% of 

the eyents in the sample were many- body events. In addition to these two dif-
.. 

ficulties, .~he ~~ production plane is not. precisely known. However, it is ap-

proximated quite closely at our energy by .the K A plane. 
0 ·0 . 

For the ~ 'IT sample 

we found· a value of 0, 25± 0. 26 for uP. 

Present. experimental data indica:te u A/u
0 
~ --1. 15 Thus, if we assume 

productio:r;:t through. a pur~. T. ;= 0 channel,.. we would. expect our ~O 'ITO events to 

- c;lisagrees 
yield uP= - 0.)4± 0. 0$. Ev~n though at,first. glance the experimental valuo/lwitl'i i 

this pre.diction, we feel that nq strong conclusions can be d'rawn from these 

data. We must remember .. that sorrt~ .30%. of the events included in this sample. 

are many- body. eyents. Even .if they were unpolarized, they would reduce the 
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expectedvalue of a.P to::::: -0.24. A,small polarization of the opposite 

sign would re9-uce this value even further. Secondly, the present exper-

imental indications are that -a. A::::: a.
0

::::: 0. 7 ratherthan 1. This would 

- + -mean that the htgh value; of a.P for ~. 1T events is to a ;certain. extent a 

statistical fluctuation, but would also reduce the expected valu~ of . a.P for 

0 0 b · · h oat w f 1 h f h h ~ 1T. ev~nts y anot er 3 1o. e ee , t ere ore, t at one cannot say t at 

the polarization data excludes, though it certainly does not support,. the 

hypothesis of production dominantly through the T = 0 channel. 

B. 0 n and K- p Events 

Figure 5 shows the angular distribution for the reaction 

0 
K + p-+ K + n. 

·We fitted this distribution to a power series iri cos (} using the same 

method as for ~ 1T reactions. -For each of the fits, Table VI lists the 

values ofthe coefficients of the polynomials, the x2
, and the probability that 

a x2 
as large as this would have occurred. A cos 5 (} term seems to be both 

necessary and sufficient to fit the angular distribution. The curve for the 

n = 5 fit, normalized to the. total number of events, is plotte.d withthe histo-

gram for the angular distribution in Fig. 5. The cross section for the re

action K- + p -+ K
0 + n at this energy is 5.3± 0.5 mb. 

Figure 10 shows the ~. m. angular distribution for the 

K +p-+K +p reaction. ·This distribution was also fitted to a .power 

series in cos e. The order of the fit, the values of the coefficients of the 

polynomials, .· the z 
X , the probability that a x2 

as large as this would have 

occurred, and d a/ dn at .0 degar~ given in Tabl~ VI for each of the fits. 

Here again, il = 5 appears to be necessary to fit the:angular distribution. 

The curve shownin Fig. 10 represents the n = 5 fit. The point 

( 
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at cos 8::: 1.0 (11.0± I.O·~b/sr)represents the squar'eofthe ima-ginary part 

of the forward.,.scattering amplitude; This was 'calcula'ted from the total cross 

section afthis energy (see ehd of seCtion 'IV) by using -the opti'cal theorem. 

To obtain the total hui:nber of K p elastic :scatters, we integrated 

the fitted curve (n = 5) between from cas-e=- 1.0 to case= 1.0 and made a 

small cor·rection for the unmeasurable events. The K- p elastic-scattering 

cross sectiori is ·18;3::1:1.5 mb. 

C. KN TT Events 

0 - 0 
The analysis of our K · prr events, with V two-prong configuration, 

' •. 3 
showed the existence of a KTT resonance; called K The mass of this resonance 

was found to be 885± 3 MeV with a full width, after unfolding experimental errors, 

-23 of 16 MeY. ,This. corresponds to a lifetime of approximately 4Xl 0 sec. The 

~c 0' - + 0 0 
K resonance should display itself in our K prr _, K _TT n, and K n TT · events. 

We would expect some of the KNrr reactions to have been produced by the fol-

lowing two,..step processes: 

*..: . *- 0 
K + p -+K + p K -+K + TT 

:::co K*O -+K + + -+K + n 1T 

Ko + 0 . -+ TT 

* The characteristic feature of the K reaction is that the nucleon has 

a fixed kinetic energy of 20± 4 MeV in the K- p c. m. system. 

The distributions of the Krr n;tasses for the K- p1r0 and 
- + . 

K TT n reactions 

' are shown in Figs. 11 and 12. ·The solid .curves in those figures represent the 

mass distribution predicte~ by phase' space and normalized to the total number 
;·· ••• i.." 

of events. The peak in the mass distributions in the two figures at 885 MeV in-
. . . : . . -. .. ~; ~· :.- .· . . . . 

* dicates the presence of K events,. in both of these reactions. The dashed 
. •. .. ' . . ~ ' 
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phase-space curves in the two figures are normalized in the interval 

MKrr < 700 MeV and thus represent the three-body background, 

* To determine the number of K events, we took the number of 

events in the mass interval 885± 30 MeV (the error on the Krr mass ranges 

from 10 to 30 MeV) and, using the dashed curves, subtracted the nuinbet of 

)',<_. - 0 *0 
events due to b~ckground~ The result is 14±4 K -+ K + 1T and 19± 5 K -+ 

K + + rr events. These numbers correspond to cross sections of 0,48± .14mb 

and 0.64±. 17 mb, ·respectively (including corrections for unmeasurable 

events). 

* The,isotopic spin of the K can be determined from the value of the 

branching ratio R, where 

R = 
K*- -+ K 0 + rr 

* If the isotopic spin of the K equals 1/2, R equals 1/2; if the isotopic spin is 

3/2, R is 2. In the analysis of our v 0 
two-prong events, we found that the 

cross section for K*- events, in which the K*- decays into ~ + rr-, is 

3 0.9±0,2 mb, Using the cross section for K*-
*:,;. .. - 0 

events, in which K -+ K +rr , 

we obtained a value for R of 0. 5± 0, 2, and we therefore concluded that the 

~:c 
isotopic spin of-the K is 1/2. This agrees with an earlier preliminary anal-

ysis which 'Nas also based on these two-prong inelastic events. 
3 

Since the K
0

nrr 
0 

events cannot be fitted, we could obtain neither the 

mass spectrum of the Krr system for this reaction, nor information about the 

*0 --a . 0 
K n reaction.from the K nrr events. 

The first pion-nucleon resonance (mass "' 1238 and Q = 160 MeV) 

could also effect these KNrr reactions. Its presence would be indicated by an 
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excess of events with pioh;..nucfeon :rnass iri the' region of 1238 MeV. No 

such excess is observed, but this is a rather wide resonance and would 

therefore be difficult to dete:ct.because of the background ev.ents and our 

limited statistics. 

. 0 . 
In reference 3, which discus,sed the!{--+ p .-: K + p + rr : events, evidence 

>:c 
was presented for the hypothesis that the- K .has spin less than two. This 

* . 
evidence was base.d. on the assump~ion that the, ·K.N system is' in a state of 

zero orbital angular moriientum. The11e ate two justifications .for this as-

sumption: One is that the energy region under study (1.15 BeV/c) is only 35' 

MeV above the K>:N threshold; the other is that the K*N angular distribution 

is consistent with isotropy. If the assumption of S-wave production for the 

* 2 K N system is valid, the following inequalities involving cos f) can be· 

derived (see reference 3 for the method): 

2 >:c 
cos f) = 0.33 forK spin = 0 

0.20 < 
2 

cos f) < 0.60 * for K spin = l 

. 2 
cos f) > 0.429 forK * · .. spin> 1. 

Here f) represents, in the K>:c rest system, the angle that the iT meson makes 

with the incident K direction. Except for the S = 0 case, the exact value of 

2 * cos () depends, on the mixture of J = S+ 1/2 and J = S-1/2 states in the K N 

•'-

system (where S is. th.e spih -of the K~). 

- 0 - + 
In our K p rr and:K rr n events we had 21 and 29 events, respec-

* . . * tively, in the K peak; 14± 3 of the 21 -and 19± .3. ofthe 29·were K reactions. 

~he angl].lar distributions, <?f. the: 21 and 29 events .are both consistent with ·iso-

~c 2 
tropy; this agrees with t_he hypothesis of·an:S·-state K N system. For cos f) 
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- 0 . - + 
we obtained 0.39±0,07 for 21 K p1r events, and 0.43±0.05 for 29 K 1T n 

2 -.-0 - ' 
events. In reference 3 we had cos e = 0.275±0.05 for 26 K p1r events 

. * . 2 - 0 
(22± 2 were K events). The value of cos e for the K p 1T events can be 

. . 0 
averaged with that for the K p1r events of reference 3, since they are both 

*-examples of K • p reactions. The result is 0. 31± 0. 04. Thus taking either 

0 0 
the K p1r . data alone or averaging it with the K p1r data, we find a value for 

cos 
2e which is three standard deviations from the value expected for a K* 

with a spin greater than one. Since the mixture of J = S+ 1/2 and J = :S-1/2 

.. - . . *- . * 0 . . 
states could be different for the K and for ~thee; K. . :.; ... w:e .cannot 

2 
average the values of cos e obtained from the two reactions unless s equals 

zero. Averaging the K*- and~* 0 data yields 0.36± 0.3, which is consistent 

with S = 0. 

. 2 0 -
From the value of cos 8 for the 26 K p 1r events, we concluded, in 

* reference 3, that the K probably does. not have a spin greater than one. 

Unfortunately, 
- 0 . - + 

from the results for the 21 K p1r and the 29 K 1T n events, we 

* cannot obtain any additional information about the K spin. However, the 

- 0 - + -0 
addition of the K p1r and K 1r n data to the K data does not alter the conclu-

:>!< 
sion that the K probably has a spin less than 2. 

* Using the branching ratios for the K (l=l), we calculated the cross 

sections for K- + p ....... K*- + p and K- + p ....... K>:c 0 + n. These cross sections, 

including corrections for unmeasurable events, are shown in Table V. The 

-0 -+ 0 0 * cross sections for K p1r , K .1T. n, and K n1r , including K events (and cor-

rections for unmeasurable events) are also given in Table V. 

The total K-p cross section at 1.15 BeV/c was obtained by combining 

· the results of references 2, 3, and 4 with the results of this pa'per. Its value 

is 45± 2 mb. Table V contains a summary of the different K p cross sections 

at this energy. 
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Table 1. Observed values of uP 

Production Channel Decay Mode of the Hyperon 

+ 0 
2: ~ p+rr 

I;~rr+n 

': 0 - 0 0 
-+- I; + Tr ' I; -+- .L\+y 

0 .} . _..1\+arr · 
a~2 

0 . 0 0 
-- 2: + a rr , 2: -+ i\ + y 

A -+ p+rr 

,. 

UCRL.:..10 177 

-0. 15± 0, 27 

-1-.02±0,23 

0,20±0.20 

0.09± o. 20 

o:zs± o.26 

0,12±0,26 
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Table II. Summa~y of data for Elastic Events: .a 

Total number of observed elastic scatters. · · 

Number of observed elastic scatters that fitted the 

· K:-p hypothesis 

Number of observed elastic scatters that fitted only the 

1f. p hypothesis 

Estimated number of low energy K- p elastic scatters that 

fitted ohly the 1r- p interpretation 

Estimated number of 1r -p elastic scatters 

Estimated number of 1r p scatters that fitted the K p 

elastic -scattering interpretation 

a Events with cose > 0. 95 are not included i:ri this table. 

UCRL-10177 

555 

5ll 

44 

ll± 5 

38± 14 

5± 15 

.. 

' 
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· Ta b1e III. Summary of.ine1astic two -prong data. 

Number of obs~rved events in each group 

Number -!?f observed events in group P 
(grpup TT ) that 'fitted either reaction (9) or. ( 16) 
[(ll)or(17)]. · 

Number .j?f observed events in group P 
(group TT ) that fitted reaction (9) (11) 

EstimatEfd number of events in gr6up P 
(group TT ) due to reaction(12}[(13) and (14)], 

Estimated n'umber of TTTTN events 

E~timated numbe1- of non-two-prong events 
iri groups P and TT . 

- 0 - + 
~stimated number o.J K pTT (K TT n) events 
m gro~p P (group TT ). 

Group P 
' + 

Group TT 

100± 10 160± 13 

94± 10 154± 13 

47±7 .76± 9 

47±7 54±8 

13± 5 27± 8 

4±2 8±.3 

30± 13 65± 15 



Table IV. L:lT angular distributions fit,:\')d to f(8) = L A 
. n n 

n 
cos e. 

A Probability n ·-.=.-___ 

Degrees of of exceeciz Event type Order 
of fit . Ao A1 A A3 A4 A· A6 freedom 2 ing this X 

2 5 X ( o/o) 

- + ·. ·~ L: lT 3 0.24 -0.19 1.14 . 3.00 6 7.4 29 
::f:0.08 ± o-. 29 ±0.28 ±0.56 

4 0.27 - 0.18 0. 57 0.26 0. 72 5 7.1 22 
±0.10 ± 0.28 ±0.88 ±0.54 ±L 17 

5 0.28 - 1.08 0.80 5.99 0.48 ,..6.21 4 0.3 99 
l±0.09 ±0.39 ±0.85 ±2.27 ± 1.10 ±2 .. 38 

6 0.29 - 1.08 0.62 6.05 1. 18 -6.26 6.05 0.25 
·;_. 

96 3 
±0' .. 11 ±0.45 ±1.92 ±3.30 ±6.55 ±2._41 ±5.60 

+ - 3 0.12 - o. 74 1. 32 1.01 6 8.4 21 L: lT 

±0.09 ± o.-37 ±0. 35 ±0. 71 .•,_: I 
.. I.N 

4 0.15 - 0'. 76 o. 78 0.99 ''0.82 5 . 8. L 15 
~ 

±0.10' ±0.38 ±1.10 :±0. 73 ±1.56 

5 0.17 - 1. 54 1. 16 6.85 o. 23 -6.66 4 5.5 24 
±0.09 ± 0,49 ±f.Ol ±2. 61' ±1.40 ±2.82 

6 0.08 --1.41 3.08 5. 95 -7.95 -5.71 7.10 3 0.7 87 
±0'~09 ± 0.43 ±1. 81 ±2.24 ±6.19 ± 2.41 ±5.34 ·-:.. 

···-~-··-·--·--· .. 

C~n:_bined 3 0.18 -0. 51 1.24 0. 81 6 l5. 5 2 
L: _lT+ and ±0.06 ±0·.22 ±Q. 22 ±0.44 ·.-
L: lT 

4 . 0.21 -0.56 0.62 0. 77 0.94 5 14.6 1 
±0.07 ±0.22 ±0. 70 ±0.44 ±0.97 c: 

0.23 -1.32. 0.92 6. 50 0.38 -6.48 4 1.8 77 
n 

5 ~ 
±0.06 ±0.30 ±0.62 ±1.67 ±0.87 ±1.81 t"' 

I 
' 

6.26 3~06 
...... 

6 o. 20 -1.31 1. 75 .:.3.09 -6.19 . 3 1.1 78 0 

±0.06 ±0.30 ±1.20 ±1.60 ±4.22 ±1. 73 ±3~68 ...... 
-J 
-J 
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Table V. Summary of K p cross sections at 1.15 BeY/c .. · 

Final state 

K- -f p 

~ + ri 
*-K + p 
*0 . 

K +n 
- 0 K +p+Ti' 

K-+1/tn 
=n 0 
K +n+Tr 
{") . -
K +p+Tr 

~-+Tr+ 

~+ + 1!-

~0 + TTO 

A + TTO 
+ - 0 

~ + Ti': + Tr 
+ 0 

~ +Tr+Tr'· 
0 - + 

~ +Tr+Tr' 

A + Tr+tTr-

A +XTT X~ 2 0 } . 
JjO +X 7rO ,... 
+ - ·0 0 

~ +TrtTrtTr 
- + 0 0 

~ +Tr+Tr+Tr 
. + - + -
~ +Tr+Tr.•+Tr 
~- + Tr+t Tr-t .Tr+ 

+ - 0} AO + Tr + + Tr _ t Xrr O .. X ~ 1 
~ + Tr + Tr + XTT 

- . 

·Number 
of 

events 

511 

107 

21a 

28a 

30a 

65a 

26 

48 

.87 

84 

50 a 

90a 

57 

54 

27 

141 

65a 

13 

9 

19 

13 

39 

Cross section 

(mb) 

18.3± 1. 5 

5. 3± 0. 5 

1 .. 35±0.3 

0. 9± o. 15 
.. b 

1.0± 0.3-
. . b 
2. 1± 0.4 

b 
1.3± 0.3 

b 
2.0± 0.3 

1.4± o. 2 

1.)± 0.2 
c 

1. 2± 0. 3 ( ± 0. 4 5) 
c 

2.1±0.2 (±0.35) 
. . c 

1.0±0.2 (±0.3) 
. c 

0,8±0.2 (±0.3) 

1. 0± 0. 2 (~~:i) .c. d 
c 

3~ 1± 0.4 . 

r.·· 

c 
1.5±0.2 (±0,35) 

c 
. 0.18±0.06 (±0.12). 

0.12±0-.05 (±O.OS)c 

0.19±0,06 

0.12±0.05 

d 
1.1±0.2 

a This represents the approximate number of events since the separation was 
·• performed on a statistica) basis. · 

b * The KN'if cross section-s include K events. 

c The first ~rror 'quoted is purely_ sta:tistic<;tl. The error in parenthesis allows 
~ for bia.ses and ambiguities in the analysis. 

d The data for v 0 
two -prong reactions come from reference 3. 



-Table VI. K p elastic-and charge-excharwe scattering angular distributions 
fitted to f(8) = ~ A cos e. 

n n . 

Reaction Order A 
dCJ Probability n 

at of fit Ao AI . A2 A3 A4 As A6 A drl Degrees 
of exceedz 7 . 01g of 2 - freedom _L 
in1 this X 

K p -- -·- (mb_sr) . %} 
3 0.10 -0.01 1.35 1.31 6.5±0.3 9 33.2 <1 

±0.02 ±0.08 ::ID.lO ± 0.16 
' 

4 0.15 -Od9 :!D. 36 l. 78 1.53 8.8±0. 7 8 13.5 9 
±0.04 ±0;09 :!D. 28 ± 0.19 ±0.35 

5 D-.16 -D-. 01 0.14 0.54 1.85 1.38 10.1±1.0 7 9.6 21 I 

±0.03 ±0.12 ±0.25 ± 0.63 ±0.38 ±0. 70 . l 
6 1.66 0.14 0.03 0.50 0. 27 0.37 L32 1 o. 9±1.4 6 9.0 17 I 

±0.03 ±0.13 :±!),51 ± o. 70 ±1.84 :i:O. 79 ±I.65 ., 

•' j 
I 

7 ~ :o.14 -0.09 0.58 1.84 -0.53 -2.91 r. 74 3. 51 1~.2±1.9 5 8.1 15 uv 

"' ~~·±(). 03 . ±0;19 ±0. 51 ± 1.84 ±1.86 ±0.50 ±1.68 ±3.81 

~n .3 ,_ ~o. is :..o~1 i 1.08 I.Oi 6 28.8 <i. 
'··'±0.09 ±0.,32 ::1:0.40 ± 0.62 

4 0.4.6 ~0.19 -1.15 1.00 3.29 5 22.1 <1 
. ±0.1'2 ±0~33 ±0.93 ±0.64 ±1.27 

" 
5 0.41 -L67 -0.26 9.50 1.92 -9.21 4 3.1 55' 

±0.09 ±0.44. ±0. 75· ±2.06 . ±1;·02 . ±2. 11 

6 0.38 -1.61 0.54 9.91 0.38 -8.75 . 1.28 3 3~0 40 c:: 
±0.11 ±0.43 ±1. 73 ± 2.12 ± 5.85 ±2.18 ±4.99 () 

~ 
~ 
I 

...... 
0 ....... 
'-J 
'-J 

.. 
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FIGURE LEGENDS 

Fig. I. Schematic drawing of the K- beam used in this experiment. 

Fig. 2. An example of the reaction: 

+. 
+ lT + n 

... K- + p -+ .·~ + lT + 
\ 

lT + n 

Fig. 3. 
0 0 

Illustrations of (a) ~lT, (b) V two-prong, (c) two-prong,. and (d) V 

zero-prong event types. 

Fig. 4. J\.ngular distribution of ~± in the .· K p c. m. system for the reactions 

+ - + (a) K + p -+ ~ + 1r , (b) K + p -+ ·~-+ lT , and (c) for both reactions com-

· .. , bined. The superimposed curves represent the least-squares fit of the 
.. . . . 5 
data -to the power series in cos () up to cos (). 

Fig. 5. Angular distribution oLthe K
0 

n events in the K-p c. m. system. 

The curve shown in.the figure represents a least-squares fit of the data 

5 
to the power series in cos() up to cos e. 

Fig. 6. Kinetic-energy spectrum of A in the K- p c. m, system, The dashed 

curves are the spectra of Alr
0

, ~ 0 lT 0 , and many-body reactions normalized 

to the observed cross sections. The AlTO peak should be aboutthree times 

as high as indicated. Only the spread due to the finite beam width of ±20 
' 

MeV/c is ,folded in. The curve for many-body events was drawn tore-· 

. 0 
produce the A spectrum of V two-prong.events .. The errors indicated are 

median values for the better-measured and worse-measured halves of events. 

Fig. 7. Angular distribution of A in the K- p c. m. system. Included are events 

with 78.2 MeV< T A< 122.7 MeV, i.e., most likely ~OlTO events. The 

right-hand scale is based on the total ~ 0-rr 0 cross s~ctions of 1.2mb. 
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Fig. 8. Angular distribution of A in the K~p c. m. system. Included events 
.. l. 

The have TA <78.2 MeV, i.e. most likely three- and:fotir-body events. 

right-hand sc,ale is based on the tbtal three7and four-body cross section 

of 1.5mb. 

Fig. 9. Angular distribution of A in K- p c;:. ni. system.· Included events give 

2 . - 0 
X < 2.0 to the K + p .- A+ 1T hypothesis, The right-hand scale is based 

on the total A 'ITO cross section. The number of forward-produced A 

particles is probably overestimated (see text for the discussion of this 
' I 

point). 

Fig. 10. Angular distribution for the K-+ p .- K+p reaction in the c. m. system. 

A cutoff on the experimental data was imposed at cosfJ = 0.95 (see text). 
. -~ .: . 

The point at cos() = 1.0 represents the square of the imaginary part of the 
,t. 

forward-scattering amplitude; it was· calculated by using ti:e optic;:al 
\ . ' . 

theorem. The curve represents ,a least-squares fit of the data to the power 

5 series in cos() up to cos e. 
. . - ' . ' ' 

- 0 - - 0 Fig. 11.: Mass spectrum of (K 1T ) system from the reaction K + p -+ :K + p + 1T • 

The solid curve representsthe phase-space curve norma,lized to the t,otal 

number of events. The dotted curve is normalized to the background 

(see text). 

Fig. 12. - + + Mass spectrum of (K 1T ) system from the reaction K-+ p-,;<-+ir +n. 

The solid curve represents the phase-space curve normalized to t_he total 
•.' 

number of events. The dotted curve is normalized to the background . 

. ;..,. 

.. 

~ . 
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B. Assumes any liabilities with respect to the use of, 
or for damages resulting from the use of any infor
mation, apparatus, method, or process disclosed in 
this report. 
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mission, or employee of such ~ontractor, to the extent that 
such employee or contractor of the Commission, or employee 
of such contractor prepares, disseminates, or provides access 
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